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For the first time ever,
the Institute has chosen 10 cars, all 2006 models, that win Top Safety Pick 

awards. The awards recognize car designs that afford the best protection for people 

in front, side, and rear crashes, based on performance in Institute tests. The winning



test performance, we decided to give con-
sumers an overall assessment based on all
three tests. These Top Safety Picks are
replacing our previous ‘best pick’ designa-
tions that were awarded separately for
front and side crash test performance,”
Institute president Brian O’Neill explains.
“The new awards mean that consumers can

compare cars’ ratings more quickly
and easily. They won’t have

to review multiple sets
of test results sepa-

and side impact crash tests, and their
seat/head restraints are rated good for
protection against neck injuries in rear im-
pacts. Silver awards go to vehicles with
good performance in the front and side
crash tests plus acceptable seat/head re-
straint ratings.

Awards are by car size class because
vehicle size and weight influence occupant
protection in serious crashes. Larger,
heavier cars generally afford more protec-
tion than smaller, lighter ones. Top Safety

Picks indicate the best choices for safety
within each size class, but they don’t mean
a small car that’s an award winner affords
better protection than a larger car that
didn’t win a Top Safety Pick.

Almost all of the 10 winners are rela-
tively new designs, and they all have side
airbags designed to protect people’s
heads. This reflects the improvements
manufacturers have been making in the
side and rear crash protection afforded by

rately. And when we
test new car designs as

they are being introduced
next year, it’s possible that some mod-

els will be added to this group of 2006 Top
Safety Pick winners.”

Criteria to win gold and silver awards:
Top Safety Pick award winners represent
an elite fraction of the passenger car mar-
ket. Winners of the gold award have earned
good ratings in the Institute’s frontal offset
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vehicles were chosen from among current
models of small, midsize, and large cars
plus minivans. There’s a winner in three of
these four groups. The winners include

two large car designs, seven midsize,
and one small car. No current

minivan designs meet

the Institute’s crite-
ria to earn a Top Safety Pick award. Pickups
and SUVs weren’t included in this round of
awards because side impact tests of most of
these vehicles haven’t been conducted yet.

“Now that we’re rating vehicles’ front,
side, and rear crashworthiness, based on
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their newer cars. Occupant protection in
frontal crashes has been good in most
vehicles for several years. 

“This is one reason Volkswagen and Audi
cars are 5 of the 10 award winners. This
company has introduced 5 new designs
since the 2005 model year and made the
commitment to ensure that these designs
perform well in Institute tests,” O’Neill
points out.

Top Safety Picks by vehicle size class:
Among large family cars, the Ford Five
Hundred and its twin Mercury Montego
were new designs for the 2005 model year.
However, only the Five Hundreds and Mon-
tegos with optional side airbags are Top
Safety Picks. Another winner is the Audi

A6, a large luxury car that was re-
designed for the 2005 model year. 

“The midsize group is the
heart of the car market,”
O’Neill says. “About 40
percent of new cars that
are sold every year are
midsize, so it’s good
news that consumers
have a number of Top
Safety Pick choices in
this size group. The win-
ners range from moder-
ately priced to near
luxury models.” Seven
of the 10 Top Safety
Picks   (continues on p.4)
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The Institute rates vehicle 
performance from good to poor
in front, side, and rear tests.
The very best performers in 
all three tests earn Top Safety
Pick awards. 



(continued from p.3) are midsize. The Saab
9-3 and Subaru Legacy are gold award win-
ners. The Audi A3, A4, Chevrolet Malibu
equipped with optional side airbags, and
Volkswagen Passat and Jetta are winners
of silver awards. 

The Honda Civic is the only small car
among the 13 the Institute has evaluated
that meets the criteria for a Top Safety
Pick. It’s the only car in this size group that
has earned a good overall rating in the
Institute’s side impact test.

No minivans are among the award win-
ners. This doesn’t mean minivans are un-
safe. It means none of the current designs
the Institute has tested meets the award
criteria. The Honda Odyssey, Toyota Sienna,
and Nissan Quest are rated good for front
and side crashworthiness, based on crash
tests, but their seat/head restraints are
marginal or poor.

Every automaker had an opportunity:
Earlier this year the Institute alerted auto-
makers about the upcoming Top Safety
Pick award and the criteria that would
have to be met to earn one. The Institute
offered to conduct an early test of any
vehicle a manufacturer thought would be a
candidate for the award. Thus, all current
car and minivan models were eligible
for consideration. 

“A number of auto-
makers requested early
tests, and based on
our discussions with
the automakers
we believe that
no other models
would meet our
Top Safety Pick
criteria,” O’Neill
says. A number
of the major manu-
facturers including BMW,
Mercedes, Nissan, Toyota, and Volvo 
aren’t represented in the first set of Top
Safety Pick winners.

How the vehicles are evaluated: The
Institute’s frontal crashworthiness evalua-
tions are based on results of frontal offset

crash tests at 40 mph. Each vehicle’s over-
all evaluation is based on measurements
of intrusion into the occupant compart-
ment, injury measures from a Hybrid III
dummy in the driver seat, and analysis of
slow-motion film to assess how well the
restraint system controlled dummy move-
ment during the test.

Each vehicle’s overall side evaluation is
based on performance in a crash test in
which the side of the vehicle is struck by a

moving barrier representing the front end
of a pickup or SUV. Ratings reflect injury
measures recorded on two instrumented
SID-IIs dummies, assessment of head pro-
tection countermeasures, and the vehi-
cle’s structural performance during the
impact. Injury measures obtained from the
two dummies, one in the driver seat and
the other in the rear seat behind the driv-
er, are used to determine the likelihood
that a driver and/or passenger in a real-
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AUDI AND VOLKSWAGEN M
COMPANY MADE COMMITMENT TO ENSURE GOO
Almost all of the 10 Top Safety Picks are relatively new car designs.
This is one reason Volkswagen and Audi cars are 5 of the 10
winners. This company has introduced 5 new designs
since the 2005 model year and made the commit-
ment to ensure that these designs perform
well in Institute tests.
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world crash would have sustained serious
injury to various body regions. The move-
ments and contacts of the dummies’ heads
during the crash also are evaluated.
Structural performance is based on meas-
urements indicating the amount of B-pillar
intrusion into the occupant compartment. 

Rear crash protection is rated accord-
ing to a two-step procedure. Starting
points for the ratings are measurements of
head restraint geometry — the height of a

restraint and its horizontal distance
behind the back of the head of an average-
size man. Seats with good or acceptable
restraint geometry are tested dynamically
using a dummy that measures forces on
the neck. This test simulates a collision in
which a stationary vehicle is struck in the
rear at 20 mph. Seats without good or
acceptable geometry are rated poor over-
all because they cannot be positioned to
protect many people.

MODELS SHINE
OD TEST PERFORMANCES

HOW TOP SAFETY PICKS ARE CHOSEN
Frontal crashworthiness evaluations are based
on results of frontal offset crash tests at 40
mph. Each vehicle’s side evaluation is based 
on performance in a crash test in which the 
side of the vehicle is struck by a moving 
barrier representing the front end of a pickup 
or SUV. Rear crash protection is rated according
to head restraint height and horizontal distance
behind the head of an average-size man plus
performance in a dynamic test that measures
forces on the neck during a rear impact. To 
earn a Top Safety Pick Gold award, a vehicle
must earn good ratings in front, side, and rear
tests. To earn a silver award, the front and side
ratings must be good and the rear protection
ratings must be acceptable. 

FRONT

SIDE
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Compliance improves
somewhat, but not a
lot, when police step

up enforcement of
of N.C. licensing law

Graduated licensing laws in state after state
are reducing crash rates among beginning
drivers. Yet compliance with some provi-
sions of these laws has lagged. For example,
32 states and the District of Columbia limit
passengers in vehicles driven by teenagers
with provisional licenses, but the beginners
often don’t heed this aspect of the law. 

After 12 months of supervised driving un-
der a learner’s permit in North Carolina, be-
ginners are permitted to drive unsupervised
from 5 a.m. to 9 p.m. Only one passenger
younger than 21 is allowed in the beginner’s
vehicle at any time of day, but about a third of
the teens surveyed in North Carolina last
year said they had violated these restrictions
(see Status Report, March 27, 2004).

Seeking to reduce such violations, the In-
stitute joined with University of North Car-
olina researchers to conduct “Ticket Today=
License Delay,” a publicity and enforcement
program during August-December 2004 in
Guilford County. Police ran checkpoints near
high schools specifically to look for viola-
tions of graduated licensing provisions.
Officers also patrolled popular evening
gathering spots including malls and movie
theaters. Initial warnings and then citations
were issued to beginners who violated night-
time driving, passenger, and other restric-
tions. Coverage in the local newspaper and
on television plus other publicity accompa-
nied the stepped-up enforcement.

The result was to raise awareness about
the requirements of graduated licensing.
However, other program results indicate
how difficult it is to boost compliance.

Researchers observed more than 5,000
young drivers at schools and interviewed
groups of beginning drivers and their par-
ents before the program and near its con-
clusion. In response to the increased en-

forcement, 29 percent of teenagers said they
believed police were enforcing the graduat-
ed licensing law very strictly. This repre-
sents a significant change from before the
program, when teenagers who violated re-
strictions of the law expressed little con-
cern about being detected.

Fewer teenage passengers in Guilford:
Another promising outcome was increased
compliance with passenger restrictions. The
number of observed vehicles with more than
1 young passenger decreased 20 percent
more in Guilford County than in 2 compari-
son counties about 100 miles away. 

This improvement could have been be-
cause of the parents of beginning drivers.
Self-reported violations of passenger
restrictions with parental permission de-
clined 24 percent in Guilford County even as
such violations increased 26 percent in the
comparison counties.

“We always knew that parents are the
first-line enforcers of graduated licensing, and
it appears that programs like ‘Ticket Today=
License Delay’ can motivate parents to do a
better job. This might be the most important
finding,” says Susan Ferguson, the Institute’s
senior vice president for research.

On the other hand, there wasn’t much
change in self-reported compliance with
nighttime driving restrictions. Nor did belt
use increase, even though this was targeted
in publicity and enforcement. The driver
use rate remained at 82-83 percent from
before to after the program. This doesn’t
necessarily mean the effect was nil, because
while belt use was holding steady in Guil-
ford it was decreasing among young drivers
in the comparison counties.

“Still this is a very modest program re-
sult,” Ferguson points out. “It isn’t surprising,
though, because teenagers are such a hard
group to influence.”

What the law requires: North Carolina’s
graduated licensing law took effect in
December 1997. The intermediate licensing
stage (the second of three stages, after the
learner’s permit and before unrestricted licen-
sure) begins after 12 months of supervised
driving and no earlier than age 16. Interme-
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diate licensees aren’t permitted to
drive without supervision after 9 p.m.
except when going to or from work. No
more than 1 passenger younger than
21, except family members, is allowed
in a beginner’s vehicle any time of day
unless there’s a supervisor. Everyone in
vehicles driven by 16 and 17 year-olds
must be properly restrained. 

Beginners convicted of moving viola-
tions or of violating graduated licensing
provisions are subject to an extension
of the intermediate license before be-
coming eligible for a full license.

“On the books, this is one of the bet-
ter graduated systems in the country,”
Ferguson concludes. “It’s just that some
of the provisions, including the passen-
ger restrictions, are difficult to enforce
unless police stop vehicles and check
drivers’ licenses. Besides, compliance
with graduated licensing provisions
already was relatively high in North
Carolina, even before this program,
and it’s hard to reach that last 10 or 20
percent of noncompliers.”

For a copy of “Encouraging com-
pliance with graduated driver licens-
ing restrictions” by A.H. Goodwin et
al., write: Publications, Insurance In-
stitute for Highway Safety, 1005 North
Glebe Road, Arlington, VA 22201, or
email publications@iihs.org.
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